1. 185 System
2. 18mm Polyroof Approved Plywood / OSB3 (TG4) Deck
3. Timber Hard Edge
4. Drip Support Batten
5. Polyroof GRP Drip Trim
6. Lead 'Mansard Flashing' Detail
7. Pitched Roof Covering (Tiles or Slates)

**IMPORTANT NOTES - WIND DESIGN**
All timber work and GRP edge trims must be mechanically fixed to the roof structure (e.g. concrete, metal roof deck or structural joist) using approved fixings at maximum 400mm centres (additional fixings may be required on exposed locations).

Further guidance on fixing the hard edge, drip support batten and GRP trims is available from Polyroof Technical Services.

Care should be taken to meet BS6399-2:1997.

**VENTILATION**
For cold roof designs - perimeter ventilation will be required e.g. Glidevale Perimeter Lead Vent.

For further guidance please contact Polyroof Technical Services.